
Autumn Barley Bourbon Brighton Classic

Earthy Legacy Praline Saffron

Due to limitations of the printing process, colors may differ from wood samples.  
Visit our website to order samples: jsifurniture.com/jsi_literature.php.

DuraTex
Surface Finishes

CHERRY

Ale Butterscotch Cinnamon Flax Venetian

MAPLE

Auburn Espresso Mocha Night Owl Sienna 

Toffee Truffle 

WALNUT

Coffee Cremello Graphite Khaki 

DOUBLE CUT
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Sustainability
Our goal is a sustaining partnership – supplier, manufacturer and customer – 

for the long term protection and preservation of our environment for future

generations.

DuraTex
JSI applies an environmentally safe top coat, DuraTex, as standard procedure on 

all products. DuraTex offers 3 primary benefits: safety, by significantly reducing

hazardous formaldehyde emissions to improve the quality of the indoor air we

breathe; durability, meeting a wide range of demanding performance and

environmental standards to withstand even the heaviest wear and tear; and

quality, providing a finish that preserves the natural beauty of wood our

customers have come to expect.

Natural Finish Disclaimer
JSI offers a natural finish on a variety of wood species. The natural finish is

designed to be translucent so it in no way hides or masks the natural

characteristics of the selected wood species. Like a fingerprint, each piece of 

wood within a species is unique. These characteristics include differences in color,

grain configuration and texture. Maple and Cherry species have a high degree 

of uneven distribution of grain leading to natural variations within a single piece

and further variations from piece to piece. JSI does not consider these natural

characteristics as defects, and therefore, products will not be replaced because of

them. In addition, lighter finishes may discolor and darken when exposed to

ultraviolet rays. Due to the natural characteristics of exposed wood with a natural

finish, these products are not seen as defective and will not be replaced due to

these circumstances.

Matching Finish Disclaimer
Due to characteristics of wood, environmental effects and material upgrades, 

we cannot guarantee exact finish matches on existing furniture previously 

ordered from JSI. If an exact match is required, it must be specified so that 

proper procedures can be followed to ensure an acceptable finish. We will accept

no liability for the finish if this procedure is not followed. We reserve the right 

to make changes in a finish formula if we believe the changes will improve the

quality or appearance of our furniture.

Samples
Samples of our standard finishes are available to order online:

jsifurniture.com/jsi_literature.php.

Finish Options on Cherry
AUT Autumn
BRL Barley
BBN Bourbon
BRG Brighton
CLA Classic
EAR Earthy
LGC Legacy
PRL Praline
SAF Saffron

Finish Options on Maple
ALE Ale
BUT Butterscotch
CIN Cinnamon
FLX Flax
VEN Venetian

Finish Options on Walnut
AUB Auburn
ESP Espresso
MCH Mocha
NTO Night Owl
SIE Sienna
TOF Toffee
TRF Truffle

Double Cut Finish
COF Coffee
CRM Cremello
GRH Graphite
KYK Khaki

Seating Hardwood
Most JSI seating in maple and beech hardwood are

offered in Cherry, Maple and Walnut finishes.

Special Finishes
JSI is able to match custom finishes to your

specifications. Upcharges and written approval 

are required.

225 Clay Street 

Jasper,  Indiana 47546

812.482.3204 O

812.482.1548 F

js ifurniture.com

800.457.4511

J.WD.WFC.1015.5000

TM
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